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If playback does not start soon, irop.ru will be forced to close. In order to prevent the
provision of false information on the site, there is a rule: if you notice that the

information is not true or violates your rights, please inform the administration via
the feedback form. tells the story of two lovers in war-torn Russia. The main

characters are two orphan sisters who, due to the war unleashed in their hometown,
cannot find time for tenderness and love. But as long as they are together, there is

only a chance that they will survive... "Became Diva Looking for Boys" is the second
single from the singer's third studio album Wind from the East (2011). Ahead of the
album's release, the single was made available for download on iTunes and Google

Play. The single was first performed in Moscow before the singer's press conference.
The premiere of the song took place on April 5, 2014 on one of the British TV
channels. The video for the song was directed by Mustem Nerula. The world

premiere of the first single took place on February 11 on the leading Dutch radio
station KROX FM. This video is the very moment when the song "Wind Days" was

"sublime" in every sense. On the night of February 16, it became known that the song
took first place in the Hot Dance Club Songs list. The song was ranked 3rd in the

2012 rankings. The presentation of the clip on the Internet took place on December
5, 2013. In English-speaking countries, an English-language version of the video
aired. The three-part music video shows different moments in the life of the two

sisters. In the first part of this video - "Touching Moments", the sisters celebrated the
birthday of their mother (Venus). In the second part - "The Musketeers" the sisters
visit one of the cafes in New York and relax in the restaurant. The third part - "No

Time for Love" - â€‹â€‹tells about the creation of the song, the creation of the video
and its premiere in Europe. Playlist and video clip of the video "Vetreniki" at

Eurovision 2014 Blazhennaya street Bogoyavlenskaya street (village) Epiphany is a
village in the Lukhovitsy urban district of the Moscow region of Russia. Population -
people. (). It is located northwest of the city of Lukh, on the border with the Vladimir
region, and near the Pekhorka River, below its confluence with the Yakimova River.

In the village there are enterprises of the glass industry: JSC "Lukhovitsky glass
factory"; LLC "Bogoyavlenskoe" On the southern outskirts of the village, near the

railway line to Moscow, is the station "Kobylin"
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